
Push: 2 players, 1 stick. Place other stick out of the way. Both

players grab stick and push.

Pull: 2 players, 1 stick. Both players with hands still on the stick

and Pull.

Lift Stick: Both players now with their sticks in hand. One player

places stick on ice while the other player tries to lift. Do not let it

off the ice.

Lift Stick switch: Switch to the other player with stick on the ice.

1 vs 1: Defender, place puck two feet behind you. 

 has to get by the defender and retrieve the

puck. If successful, give the puck back and repeat.

1 vs 1 switch players.

Stick Drop: Player stand 5-10 feet apart holding stick upright,

on whistle let go of stick and try to catch partners before it hits

the ground.

Key Points

Balance is key. To get into your Power Stance slightly bend your

knees.

Keep the middle of your body aligned to the middle of his when

doing the 1 on 1's.

Using tennis balls, coach remains behind the net, moving back and
forth making sure the goalie is tracking the puck. Whenever they want
shoot the puck off the boards for a shot on goal. Goalie must make a
quick reaction to the puck off the boards in order to make the save.
Have coach follow ball out front for a rebound opportunity.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2O7gijiDEk&t=20s

Key Points

Tracking the puck behind the net

Quick reactions to rebound off the boards
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Putting it together- ZE and Transitions

Push, Pull, Lift Stick, 1 vs 1 & Repeat 5 mins

The offensive player

Ball reaction drill 0 mins



On whistle,  skates with puck and weaves through pylons at

blue line

At the same time,   follows the play, weaving through pylons

and net

Players come out of last pylon strong and play a 1v1

Progressions:
D start with puck and pass to forwards to initiate drill

Forward can skate around any number of cones (or go back

through some, purple line) before attacking

Key Points

 faces forward the entire time, pivots around obstacles

 cuts hard around pylons and keeps pace up

Divide players into groups of 3. Two players attempt to play keep away
from the other player in their group. If the puck is stolen a new player
becomes the odd man. Have multiple groups going at once to keep kids
busy/force heads up play.
Progressions:

Beginners can start as monkey in the middle so passer is

stationary and "monkey" can't force passer. Teammate must

move to get open for pass

Give players open range of drill area and monkey can force the

puck and a decision from the passer.

Con�ne the space (inside circles) to force quicker decisions

Add extra players (3v1, 3v2, 4v2 keepaway)

.

Key Points

Encourage kids to �nd the open passing lanes, and use the

boards when possible

Coaches set up zone as shown and breaks players into two teams.
Coach dumps the puck in and players compete to score by hitting the
tires on opponents side of the ice with pass/shot.
Progressions

Add players to make game 2v2, 3v3, etc.

Have multiple groups going simultaneously

Change tires the players are able to score on

Players must skate puck to the tire for point

Change the setup for larger/smaller areas of the ice

Corner Tires | Small Area Game for Mites (icehockeysystems.com)
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/corner-tires-
small-area-game>

Key Points

Encrouage puck protection

Move to open space when you don't have puck to be an outlet

Makar Gap 1 vs 1 7 mins

F

D

D

F

2v1 Keep Away 7 mins

Add obstacles (soft dividers, nets) to 2v1 keep away to force kids
to move around more and identify the passing lanes

Corner Tires 7 mins

https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/corner-tires-small-area-game


Set up two nets in a tight area. Coach throws puck out with a set

team attacking. Players should move the puck and attack the net

with pace. 

Start 3v0. Players have 2-3 seconds to attack the net and shoot. 

Progress to 3v1. Players have 5-6 seconds for a shot, play one

rebound.

Progress to 3v2. Play for 10-15 seconds. If the defending team

gains possession, try to score!

MINNESOTA DRILL OF THE WEEK
Created by: Wes Bolin, Woodbury High School Coach

Key Points

Play FAST.

Move the puck.

Present a target for pass/shot.

Situational drill for attacking/defending 2v1s. Coach passes to one of
the two forwards. Forwards cross and attack the net as quick as
possible. Defender must gap up and take 2v1 back to the net.
The coaching points for offense is to consider multiple attack options:
puck carrier drives wide, drop pass when crossing, fake drop pass
when crossing, using deception for passes.

Key Points

When attacking, have puck on forehand to increase options

Drill must be executed with speed!

For defending player try to force shot

Play starts as 1v1. When defender steals the puck they must pass to
their waiting teammate who becomes the new offensive player. The
original offensive player become the new defender and original
defender exits the play.

Key Points

Transition from offensive to defense quickly. 

Be ready for pass

Royals Quick Rush Progression 7 mins

Quick Attack 2v1 7 mins

Offense, Defense, Out 7 mins



Drill focuses on quick transition on NZ turnovers.

Split Group into 2 Teams

Can play 3 vs 3 inside blue lines, or 2v2 in 1/6 of ice

If the goalie covers the puck, there is a goal or the puck exits one

of the blue lines, the coach on that blue line will make a quick

pass for the defending team to transition out of zone and attack

opponent

Can run drill cross-ice when sharing the ice with other

teams

Video: https://youtu.be/b6GU2C�a7w

Key Points

Players jump to open space after transition

HCF Lalonde NZ Transition 8 mins


